
THE WIZARD OF OSS

Is it magic or just good management? Whatever it is, the contract manufacturer Zantech in Oss in the Netherlands is 
successful. Very successful. And at the center of this in the sheet metal processing, is Bystronic technology. Including 
a fully automated laser cutting system.
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The opulent sturgeon that glides deliberately 
through the clear water shows how it is done. A taut 
movement of the tail fin and its body moves a long 
way through the pond, which is embedded in the 
reception area. Little energy, large output; common-
ly known as efficiency. This efficiency can also be 
found in the sheet metal processing of the company 
that is featured in this article. It is the company  
Zantech in Oss, Netherlands. A job shop that moves 
through the markets as elegantly and dynamically 
as the sturgeon through the pond. Thanks to auto-
mation and technology. Maybe also because of 
magic? After all, we are in the realm of the famous 
Wizard of Oz, at least phonetically. 

CEO Bart van der Zande takes pleasure in this play 
on words, but attributes the well-running business 

to factors other than magic. These include clear  
policies, for example to continually progress techno-
logically. Although one often hears this commit-
ment in the market, at Zantech it is imbued with life.  
“We work very closely with our machine suppliers,” 

says Bart van der Zande. „If I go to the EuroBLECH 
technology fair and learn for the first of a machine 
that could be of use to me, then I have not done my 
homework,” he adds.

This commitment to technology goes back to Bart 
van der Zande’s father, Jan, who founded the com-
pany in 1985 as a metal stamping shop and brought 
it to maturity. After his father’s sudden death in 
2003, Bart van der Zande took over Zantech. Since 
then he has been managing the enterprise with a 
mixture of tradition and hands-on ambition.

TECHNOLOGY

One of Zantech’s traditions is regular investments in 
equipment, with which new markets can be devel-
oped. Already in 1989, the company acquired its first 
flatbed laser cutting system. The first 3D laser  
followed as early as 1991 and was a novelty in Eu-
rope: “At the time, the technology was so new that 
we had difficulty finding applications for it,” Bart van 
der Zande recalls. An exotic thought, considering 
the high capacity levels at which the corresponding  
resources are running today. When Zantech installed 
the first tube processing system in 1998, it was again 

CEO Bart van der Zande: „ByTower und ByTrans Extended 
give us an enormous amount of flexibility.“

“The entire BySpeed Pro sys-
tem is outstanding” 
Bart van der Zande, CEO
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The BySpeed Pro laser cutting system at Zantech is equipped with everything that Bystronic is able to offer as far as automation goes – and that is a great deal.

BySort removes the parts, sorts them and stacks them, which in many cases significantly shortens the 
throughput times.

the first European company to have the suitable 
technology. Zantech’s tube laser cutting developed 
superbly, which is shown by the fact the second sys-
tem of this type was already purchased in 2000. It 
was a model that was only officially introduced eight 
months later at the EuroBLECH. Today the company 
has a total of 13 laser cutting systems for 2D, 3D and 
tube laser cutting.

Yet for all his love of high-tech, Bart van der Zande 
only invests in technology that with its specific  
characteristics is also genuinely useful to his enter-
prise. Thus, also the latest purchase, namely a 
BySpeed Pro laser cutting system, was not equipped 
with six kilowatts, but with 4.4 kW laser power. On 
the other hand, the system has everything that  
Bystronic offers with regards to automation – and 
that is a great deal. Incidentally, it was the Bystronic 
automation solutions that convinced Bart van der 
Zande of the Swiss machine manufacturer’s systems. 
“We changed to Bystronic for flatbed laser cutting, 
because already then, they had a sorting system on 
offer,” he explains. And hence a system was installed 
in 1995/96 that consisted of two mirrored Bystar la-
ser cutting systems. A Bysort unit was placed be-
tween them and performed the part sorting on both 

machines. This was also a rather extraordinary solu-
tion, but one which proved itself during the follow-
ing nine years at Zantech.

So much for the past; back to the present and to the 
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lower costs per part, work faster, and the processes 
run more reliably,” the CEO explains. Thus, the same 
machine operator manages both the BySpeed Pro 
and the neighboring Bystar 4020. Since the approxi-
mately three-year-old Bystar 4020 is also loaded and 
unloaded automatically, with the result that the op-
erating effort here is also lower than with a non-au-
tomated machine. However, on the BySpeed Pro the 
automation covers the entire laser cutting process.

The storage tower ByTower serves as a buffer store in 
the integrated BySpeed Pro system. Bystronic offers 
it in three frame sizes, with eleven, eight or six  
cassette positions. Zantech has eight: the height of 
the production hall does not permit more. In  
addition there are two further cassette positions 
that are integrated into the ByTrans Extended load-
ing and unloading unit. “The ByTower and the  
ByTrans Extended provide us with a tremendous de-
gree of flexibility,” Bart van der Zande explains and 
illustrates this with two typical working situations. 
Situation one: every month Zantech is contracted to 
cut banana-shaped pieces out of four millimeters 
thick sheet steel, whereby only ten such pieces can 
be nested on each sheet metal panel. Thanks to the 
ByTower and the ByTrans Extended, sufficient mate-
rial can be stored, in order to make use of the full 
lightly-manned nightshift, during which this order is 
usually processed. Situation two: In an example of 
the two regular day shifts, one and a half millimeters 
thick aluminum has to be cut in the morning, eight 
millimeters thick stainless steel at lunchtime and 15 
millimeters thick steel in the afternoon. “And this has 
to be possible without the machine operator inter-
vening in the processes,” Bart van der Zande ex-
plains. No problem, thanks to the ByTower and the 
ByTrans Extended. 

After the orders are cut, the third automation mod-
ule becomes involved in the process: the BySort. 
This unit extracts and sorts the parts and stacks 
them. As a result, some of the throughput times are 
considerably shortened, explains Bart van der  
Zande. “In addition, it is important to me that my 
machine operators have good working conditions,” 
he adds. After all, the human body is also subject to 
wear and it is necessary to minimize this. “I owe this 
to my people,” Bart van der Zande makes clear. In his 
experience, the BySort can be used for approximate-
ly 60 percent of all the orders, which in the CEO’s 
opinion is a very good value. “In any event, I know of 
no better system,” he explains.

Not only next to the machine, but also on the 
BySpeed Pro itself, processes are executed without 
the machine operator needing to intervene. 
Amongst other things the machine is equipped with 
an automatic nozzle changer with an overall capaci-
ty of 40 nozzles. Bart van der Zande can confirm the 
duration of just 15 seconds, which according to  

BySpeed Pro. “I wanted to have a first-class all-
rounder machine with which we can process thick 
and thin material equally well,” says Bart van der 
Zande explaining the reason for choosing this par-
ticular model. For instance, the BySpeed Pro with 
RPP has a regulated pulsed piercing process with 
which the piercing is performed at an average of 30 
percent faster compared to other techniques. Par-
ticularly in thick materials, where the piercing does 
takes longer, the process is speeded up considerably 
thanks to RPP, Bart van der Zande describes his own 
experience. On the other hand, he adds, the 
BySpeed Pro is tremendously dynamic: “It never 
ceases to amaze me when we cut thin sheet metal.”

AUTOMATION

And thanks to the BySpeed’s added automation, 
several birds were killed with one stone: “We have 

Automation in a double pack: Next to the fully automatic BySpeed Pro 3015 (below) there is also a Bystar 
4020 (above) in use. The Bystar processes sheet metal up to four by two meters and operates together with a 
ByTrans loading and unloading system. 
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Bystronic is necessary to replace a nozzle. The smile 
reveals that he is definitely in favor of this feature. In 
addition, he emphasizes the nozzle changer’s moni-
toring function, which supervises the process and 
intervenes when necessary. Not only the replacing, 
but also the centering of the cutting nozzle takes 
place automatically on the BySpeed Pro. “To me, a 
really big advantage of this system”, says Bart van 
der Zande. This applies not least during the night 
shift. Since, if the nozzle collides with a protruding 
part, the machine stops. Subsequently the nozzle is 
automatically re-centered and then the cutting pro-
cess is resumed. All this, emphasizes Bart van der 
Zande, takes place with tremendous precision, 
which incidentally also applies to the automatic 
changing of the focal length that rounds off the 
BySpeed Pro’s automation package.

“The entire BySpeed Pro system is outstanding,” says 
Bart van der Zande with satisfaction. Or in other 
words: at Zantech in Oss, everything happens as if 
by magic. But, Bart van der Zande wishes to make 
one thing clear: his father, he explains, left him an 
excellently positioned company and taught him 
how a successful business should be run. “If anybody 
deserves the title Wizard of Oss”, he concludes, “then 
it is my father, who built Zantech from scratch”.

Thanks to the high degree of automation, one and the 
same operator can manage both the BySpeed Pro as well 
as the neighboring Bystar.

“We are a job shop”, Bart van der Zande replies to the question about the industries his customers are at 
home in. Hence, there is barely a branch of industry that is not supplied by Zantech. For 3D laser cutting, 
the company receives a large portion of its orders from motor vehicle manufacturers, particularly from 
Germany. Nevertheless, Zantech generates approximately 85 percent of its turnover with orders from 
Dutch customers.

Today, Zantech’s portfolio covers the entire process chain, from cutting to reforming, and right through 
to joining and surface finishing. The individual processes are provided either using its own machines or in 
cooperation with neighboring companies.

Zantech employs 23 people and has a production area of approximately 10,000 square meters at its com-
pany headquarters in Oss. Oss is an industrial city in southern Netherlands between ´s-Hertogenbosch 
and Nijmegen. 

ZANTECH

www.zantech.nl www.bystronic.com
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Best choice.

The tower  
that gives a lot

ByTower 3015: Flexible and compact storage tower for  
lightly-manned laser production.

Laser  |  Bending  |  Waterjet
bystronic.com


